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In old times, watches, pens and lighters are seemed as ï¼‚the three treasured objectsï¼‚of menï¼‡s,
which are the things of which a man canï¼‡t lack. On the social occasions the watches people wore
often present their position, their identities and the state of their wealth. So during interpersonal
communication, the watches people wear, especially the ones men wear, always catch
othersï¼‡eyes. These states of affairs lead to the view that men should own at least one brand watch
if he should often attend social occasions.

As we know, famous brand watches not only bring us the attractive style but also the high cost, so
we should be careful when we use them. Today we will talk about the details to use a watch subtly.
To wear a watch subtly, first we should know watch well. Letï¼‡t see the details which we should pay
attention to when we use a watch.

1. It is an unwise choice to saunaing with a watch around your wrist. You are not suggested to
sauna with a watch, no matter how deep underwater in which the waterproof function of this watch
can work. Because if you did this, it is possible that there is no matter in its appearance, but in fact
clock mechanism of this watch has been damaged. As we know, temperature in steam bathroom is
higher than the common, if we take a watch into the steam bathroom, the air in this watch will run
outside. It is obvious that the moisture outside is also higher than which in the watch, and which is
possible that sometimes water vapor will not appear immediately in the watch. But when you leave
the steam bathroom, being placed in the environment where the temperature is much lower, drops
of water or fog will appear on the glass. And the heat of the steam will speed up the aging of the
waterproof rubber ring. This will make it unable to protect clock mechanism normally.

2. It is an unscientific way to verify whether the table mirror is sapphire crystal or not with the way of
droplets of condensate. Because some mineral glass also can make the drops condense and in
some condition the drops on the sapphire crystal will scatter.

3. It is a wrong viewpoint that after change the cell, the function of waterproofing will canï¼‡t work,
and the travel time will not be accurate any more. We should believe in professional servicing
installation. After change the cell for your watch, the professional technician will do the jobs, such as
hammering again, setting up the function of waterproof again, checking up whether the error of
travel time within the normal value or not with the help of professional instruments. So youï¼‡d better
change the battery in a professional maintenance station.

4. It is not suggested to test the Wear Strength of the watch by taking these destructive actions such
as rubbing with the ground, sweeping the glass, and so on. Besides, even though high-tech Ceram
has strong Wear Strength, it is fragile. So it can be damaged more easily by strong strike.

Pay attention to the details to protect a good watch, especially it is a commemorative gift from an
important person in your life. May be the points mentioned above can give you some help when you
have no idea in taking good care of a precious watch.
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